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The key is to look back from the future: If this is likely to happen, 
then how will we get ready for this future, now?



We are heading towards total digitisation…

http://mashable.com/2013/11/28/21st-century-thanksgiving/
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Gradually, then suddenly: a digitally networked Brazil

“How does a person go broke? Gradually then suddenly” 
Ernest Hemingway



…and the money always follows the eyeballs 
*Henry Blodget
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“Social Commerce” is a good example of where we are headed
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Very soon, reality may actually surpass science fiction

Scene from Minority Report via Youtube



The Internet is changing rapidly: Big Data. AI. Social. Mobile. Cloud. IoT.



 Interface (r)evolutions & AI: re-setting human-machine interactions
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Big changes in who does what: new roles for most of us!



Marketers: Interruption. Intrusion. 
Invasion… is dead (or dying)
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Interaction Involvement IntegrationInteraction Involvement Integration
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‘Marketing’ is no longer in its own fishbowl

Technology 
& R&D
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Media Silos are becoming deathtraps



Total Digitization ➲ Hyper-Efficiency  
➲ “Digital Darwinism”

http://www.ciandt.com/us-en/card/digital-darwinism



In almost all media, the efficiency power of the Internet will 
eventually result in a 50-90% cost reduction for the consumer



…but new opportunities are gained, as well

Global opportunities* 
Brands can ‘go-direct’ 

Up-selling is much easier 
Big Data opportunities explode 
Larger audiences at lower cost
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Software is eating the world… *Marc Andreessen
The inevitable transfer of value from traditional companies to software companies 



U.S. tech giants 
and U.S. laws 
are governing 

the global 
internet - this is 

becoming 
unsustainable in 
a global digital 

ecosystem



Image of BP platform via US Coast Guard

Machines: yes, they can…

From the movie ‘HER’ (Spike Jonez), via Youtube



Not if but when…



Software and computers may start doing some ‘brain work’, too
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Automation, Robots, Digital Helpers, Smart Software Agents



Technology: yes we can. But should we?
Beware of side-effects and unintended consequences





Data is becoming a very  
powerful global currency



Everyone and everything is becoming a source of real-time, deep data

“Nothing vast enters the lives of mortals without a curse”



Photo by Homies In Heaven - http://flic.kr/p/d6Ff2C

Big Data: seeing through things becomes dramatically easier
http://techcrunch.com/2014/02/03/twitter-raises-its-enterprise-cred-with-thomson-reuters-sentiment-analysis-deal/

http://lolzbook.com/2013/02/see-through-dog/

http://flic.kr/p/d6Ff2C


In marketing, the possibility of ‘knowing everything’ changes the game completely



“Big business decisions will be made not be experts 
or intuition but by big data and predictive analytics”  

Virginia Rometty, CEO and chairwoman of IBM, speaking at the Council of Foreign Relations on March 7. 

!
To 2014 and Beyond http://www.stuff.co.nz/technology/digital-living/9549067/To-2014-and-Beyond

http://www.stuff.co.nz/technology/digital-living/9549067/To-2014-and-Beyond


“Machine Thinking”



Real-time, real-place, intelligent, personalized products and services



http://www.businessinsider.com.au/mac-funamizus-future-of-internet-search-2013-11

‘Search’ will soon involve 
 seeing, feeling, hearing, 
touching and…thinking?



Search: from questions to answers to anticipation 

http://www.businessinsider.com.au/social-medias-new-big-data-frontiers-artificial-intelligence-deep-learning-and-predictive-marketing-2014-2

“The biggest thing will be artificial intelligence,” Eric Schmidt said at Oasis: The Montgomery Summit. 
“Technology is evolving from asking a question to making a relevant recommendation. It will figure 

out things you care about and make recommendations. That’s possible with today’s technology.”
http://www.businessweek.com/news/2014-03-05/google-s-schmidt-sees-robots-becoming-omnipresent-in-good-way



Marketing nirvana: everything connected*



Great for Marketers 
but … for people?

Outsourcing our brains… and our lives?

http://www.gartner.com/newsroom/id/2621915 Twitter: @gleonhard



A World of Screens. Connected. 
Mobile. Social. Low-cost. 
Intelligent. Networked.

WATCHING US?



A major challenge for marketers: maintaining 
user privacy versus wanting to ‘collect it all’



Should everything be mediated, 
recorded, shared and tracked?
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Ignorance can be dangerous 
but so can be omniscience
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B4 Internet 1st digital wave Now Tomorrow?

Power of Technology Privacy & Anonymity

An important balancing act: could Brazil take the lead?



Image of BP platform via US Coast Guard

Privacy will move centre-stage within 18 months
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Digital Obesity, FOMO and Connectivity Addiction



Image of BP platform via US Coast Guard

Offline becomes a new luxury



Technology, social, mobile, big data, artificial intelligence: 
striking the right balance will be absolutely crucial



Image of BP platform via US Coast Guard

Let’s keep in mind: technology has no ethics



http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2012-12-13/robot-workers-coexistence-is-possible

Automation is coming to the most unexpected places



Source: economist.com

Source: The Atlantic.com

http://economist.com
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Human-only jobs: back towards the right brain



Technology is becoming actually intelligent

So we need to focus on being more human!



Right Brain. Imagination. Wisdom. Social & Emotional Intelligence.

IBM DIKW via Youtube / SmarterPlanet



Some insurance for future job ‘security’



Humanness is no longer an impediment - it’s the goal



1. Think exponential. Take a lead. Go beyond the obvious. Leave silos. 

2. Interruption, intrusion, invasion is dying. Get ready for transition. 

3.Get deep into big data, AI, social, mobile: technology ++ humanness 

4.Data is the new currency, privacy becomes a human right. Ready?  

5.Humanness is the hallmark of great technology. Machine Think. 

6.Automation, machine intelligence is coming: focus on human skills 

7.Expect more digital darwinism, focus on creating new value 

8.Engagement creates audiences, money always follows eyeballs :)

Summary and take-aways



“The best way to 
predict the future 

is to create it” 
Alan Kay



Thanks for your time and attention... 
Now, let’s talk!

Download this PDF at www.futuristgerd.com


